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Through these seminars, we provide our thoughts about portret management
problems. This seminar is for people trying to innovate their management method to
solve such problems. And these are also an opportunity for introducing a part of
GENKEN method established through consulting the creative management designs,
new business development, and human resource development of major companies. We
have continued such unique proposal since 1990.
At these seminars, GENKEN is


Proposing management policy through its original viewpoints.



Through question and answer, mutual discussion, prompting to find problems
deeply stepped in objects.



Aiming to more level up of capacity and penetration of skill for developing new idea.
In addition to above these proposals, GENKEN makes a point of arising opinions

by participants through our discussion. By finding problems with clear-eyed, and more
deep consideration for new method to build up new concept to move Japanese company’s
management and share it with participants of this seminar.

GENKEN Intensive Effort Seminar
Lecturers are GENKEN’s consultants, who are presenting consulting services for
future outlook, solving companies problems, building the new system necessary,
developing new businesses, and training global staff.
GENKEN presenters show insights for strengthening competitiveness, report
research results and advising on business policy. Also GENKEN regards debate with
participants as important, and provide enough time to answer any questions from
participants.

The Enhancement of Human Resource Seminar at the New Year
GENKEN considers that company competitiveness is related to company human
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resource competitiveness, and the system and the organizational set-up to improve
their human resource for adaption to changing environment.
Under above thus recognition, at this new year’s seminar, by trying to grasp the
tide of the era and to strand on long-range prospect for human resources, GENKEN
proposes participants desirable methods of training excellent talents.
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